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Abstract—Hashed Timelock Contract (HTLC) is a widely-used protocol for cross-chain asset swaps. However, it relies on serial asset-locking to guarantee atomicity, which causes high latency and poor fairness. Aiming at the drawbacks of HTLC, we propose Lilac, a cross-chain asset swap protocol that supports parallel asset-locking. Lilac replaces the unique asset-unlocking credential in HTLC with multiple sub-credentials generated by all participating users, and the sequence of sub-credentials is used as the complete asset-unlocking credential. Users obtain the complete credential only when all assets have been locked, and the credential construction process is independent of the order in which assets are locked, so atomicity can be guaranteed when users lock their assets in parallel. Experiments show when a swap involves 2 to 4 blockchains, Lilac reduces the swap latency by 36.75% to 62.20%. Moreover, Lilac reduces the waiting time gap between different users so the fairness of a swap is improved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A variety of blockchain platforms featured by different types of digital assets have emerged in recent years, and these digital assets can circulate reliably within independent blockchains designed for specific industrial applications. However, there are also scenarios in which assets circulate across multiple industrial sectors, so achieving efficient and secure asset swaps between different blockchains (i.e., cross-chain swaps) has become an urgent demand.

For instance, we assume there are three blockchains: the copyright chain, tourism chain and game chain. Each blockchain carries a different type of assets: copyrights, hotel vouchers and game credits. Now users of these blockchains have following intentions for swapping:

- **Alice** holds accounts on the copyright chain and game chain. She took some photos during her trip, and used the copyright chain to manage the photo copyrights. Now she hopes to trade these copyrights for the game credits on the game chain. At present, she is also planning a trip and hopes to trade these game credits for the vouchers issued by Bob on the tourism chain.

Based on the above intentions, a cross-chain swap involving three blockchains is established. We use the “swap graph” in Fig.1 to describe this swap, in which each vertex represents a user participating in the swap, and each directed edge represents a transfer operation on a blockchain. As is shown in Fig.1, this swap is jointly achieved by multiple “transfer operations” occurring on three blockchains: on the copyright chain, Alice transfers the copyrights to Bob; on the tourism chain, Bob transfers the vouchers to Carol; and on the game chain, Carol transfers game credits to Alice. Each user acts as the sender (losing the asset) in the transfer operation on one blockchain, and the receiver (obtaining the asset) in the transfer operation on another blockchain. For example, Alice loses the copyrights on the copyright chain, but obtains game credits on the game chain.

The core of a cross-chain swap is to guarantee atomicity, which means either all the transfer operations in this swap are successfully executed, or none of them are executed. However, atomicity is challenging in practice. This is because when a user executes a transfer operation, it is difficult to
predict whether other users will also execute the transfer operations as agreed. For example, once Alice has transferred the copyrights to Bob on the copyright chain, but Carol refuses to transfer game credits to Alice on the game chain, Alice will suffer from an economic loss.

Hashed Timelock Contract (HTLC) is a widely-used cross-chain swap protocol [1] [2] that guarantees atomicity. This protocol adopts Two-Phase Commit (2PC) [3], which divides a swap into the prepare phase and the commit phase. Moreover, an escrow contract (or an escrow for short) is deployed on each blockchain, and one of the users (e.g., Alice) is elected as the initiator, who will generate a globally unique credential for all users to obtain their required assets.

In the prepare phase, starting from the initiator, the sender of each transfer operation serially locks her/his asset into the escrow based on the order of the swap graph (In our instance, this order is “Alice → Bob → Carol”). Since the swap graph forms a cycle (Fig.1), once the asset required by the initiator (game credits in our instance) is locked, all of other assets involved in this swap will also be locked. In other words, all users have been ready to execute the transfer operations. This swap then enters the commit phase. The initiator releases the credential, and the receiver in each transfer operation uses this credential to obtain (or “unlock”) her/his required asset from the escrow. However, if any user fails to lock the asset, the initiator will not release the credential, and each locked asset will be withdrawn by its original sender after timeout.

In HTLC, the key for atomicity guarantee is serial asset-locking. This is because the unique credential for all users to unlock their required assets is held by the initiator, and can only be released after all assets have been locked (i.e., in the commit phase). If each user serially locks the asset, the initiator will learn the current phase of a swap by observing whether her/his required asset has been locked. However, serial asset-locking has two drawbacks:

- **High swap latency.** When a swap involves multiple blockchains and especially includes “public chains” such as Bitcoin or Ethereum, the swap latency may reach dozens of minutes or even several hours.

- **Poor fairness.** If we define the time taken by each user from locking her/his originally-owned asset on one blockchain to unlocking her/his required asset on another blockchain as the “waiting time”, the waiting time of users who lock the assets earlier (e.g., the initiator) will be longer. This may make users unwilling to become the initiator and thus reduce the swap success rate.

Aimed at the drawbacks of serial asset-locking in HTLC, the contribution of this paper is to propose Lilac, a novel cross-chain swap protocol that supports parallel asset-locking. Lilac decomposes the unique credential in HTLC: Each user generates a random value as the sub-credential, and the sequence composed of all random values is used as the complete credential for all users to obtain the locked assets. In each transfer operation of a swap, if the sender has locked the asset, the receiver will release her/his random value as confirmation. Once all random values are released, it means that all assets in this swap have been locked. Moreover, the complete credential is revealed, by which all users obtain their required assets.

In Lilac, the construction process of the credential is independent of the order in which assets are locked, so atomicity is guaranteed when users lock the assets in parallel. Therefore, **Lilac effectively reduces the swap latency.** In addition, the time taken by each user from assets-locking to reveal of the credential is close to other users and only depends on the highest transaction confirmation latency, so **Lilac reduces the waiting time gap between different users, thus improving the fairness of a swap.**

Our experiments show the swap latency of Lilac is reduced by 36.75% to 62.20% compared with HTLC when a swap involves 2 to 4 blockchains. Meanwhile, Lilac effectively reduces the variance of user waiting time in each swap and thus improves the fairness.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the detailed design of Lilac. Section III analyzes the security of Lilac. Section IV evaluates the performance of Lilac using experiments. Section V introduces the related work of this paper. Finally we conclude our work in Section VI.

## II. DESIGN OF LILAC

This Section describes the detailed design of Lilac. Subsection II-A introduces the formal notations used by this paper and the assumption based on which Lilac is constructed. Subsection II-B describes the basic workflow of Lilac. Subsection II-C theoretically analyzes the swap latency and user waiting time of HTLC and Lilac.

### A. Formal Notations and Assumptions

#### 1. Formal Notations: To accurately specify a cross-chain swap involving $n$ blockchains, we utilize the formal notations in Table I. As an instance of these notations, for the swap introduced in Section I, $B=<\text{copyright chain, tourism chain, game chain}>$, $U=<\text{Alice, Bob, Carol}>$, and $A=<\text{photo copyrights, vouchers, game credits}>$. Moreover, $e_1$, $e_2$ and $e_3$ represent the escrows deployed on copyright chain, tourism chain and game chain respectively.

#### 2. Assumption: Similar to other cross-chain swap solutions including HTLC, we assume all users are connected to a matching platform. Users send their swapping requirements to this platform, and the platform matches swapping requirements to establish the swap graphs. Different from current cryptocurrency exchanges, the matching platform does not hold assets of users during a swap.

### B. Workflow of Lilac

The workflow of Lilac is also summarized as 2PC: In the prepare phase, the sender of each transfer operation temporarily locks the asset into the escrow. Once all of the assets to be swapped have been locked, this swap enters the commit phase, and the receivers can unlock their required assets from the escrows.

Based on the swap instance in Section I, the rest of this subsection first introduces the procedures before a swap (called
“pre-swap phase”), then describes the workflow of the prepare phase and commit phase respectively, and finally gives the value of timeout moment (defined in Table I) of each swap.

1) Pre-Swap Phase:

Each user with an intention for swapping locally generates a random value $s_i$, and then calculates the hash value $h_i$ of $s_i$. As an instance, in Fig.2 Alice, Bob and Carol independently generate the random values $s_1$, $s_2$, and $s_3$, then calculate the hash values $h_1$, $h_2$, and $h_3$ respectively. When each user $u_i$ sends the swapping requirement to the matching platform, the hash value $h_i$ is included in this requirement as a parameter. The platform matches the requirements from different users to establish the swap graphs. Various matching algorithms have been proposed [4] [5], which can be adopted by the platform.

$$H = \langle h_1, h_2, h_3 \rangle$$

![Fig. 2: Instance of Pre-Swap Phase](image)

If a swap graph is established, the platform will push this graph to all users who participate in this swap, so these users will learn the information of this swap in a timely manner. Similar to HTLC, one of the users is elected as the “initiator”. Without loss of generality, we let $u_1$ be the initiator, and assume Alice is elected as the initiator in our instance. Bob and Carol respectively establish network connections with Alice, and all three users read a hash value sequence $H = \langle h_1, h_2, h_3 \rangle$ from the matching platform, which will be used for asset-locking during the prepare phase.

2) Prepare Phase:

In each transfer operation $op_i$ of a swap, the sender $u_i$ broadcasts a “locking transaction” $TX_{locking}^{u_i}$ into the network of the blockchain $b_i$. This transaction temporarily locks the asset $a_i$ into the escrow $e_i$, and sets the following unlocking conditions in $e_i$ using the hash value sequence $H = \langle h_1, h_2, \cdots, h_n \rangle$:

1. If the receiver $u_j$ provides the random value sequence $S = \langle s_1, s_2, \cdots, s_n \rangle$ before $T(i)$, and for all $i \in [1, n]$, $s_k$ in $S$ and $h_k$ in $H$ satisfy $h_k = hash(s_k)$, the asset $a_i$ will be transferred to $u_j$.

2. If the receiver $u_j$ fails to provide the correct sequence $S$ before $T(i)$, $u_i$ will withdraw the asset $a_i$.

If the receiver $u_j$ is not the initiator (i.e., $j \neq 1$), after the “locking transaction” is confirmed by $b_i$, $u_j$ will release the random value $s_j$ to the initiator $u_1$ through the pre-established network connection. The initiator $u_1$ then locally verifies if received $s_j$ satisfies $h_j = hash(s_j)$ and rejects fake $s_j$.

![Fig. 3: Workflow of Prepare Phase](image)

As an instance, Fig.3 illustrates the workflow of Lilac when Bob locks his vouchers. Bob broadcasts a locking transaction $TX_{locking}^{Bob}$ into the network of the tourism chain $b_2$. This transaction locks his vouchers into the escrow $e_2$, and sets the unlocking conditions using $H$, ensuring Carol can only obtain the vouchers before $T(2)$. The client of Carol monitors the events occurring on the tourism chain, and releases $s_3$ to Alice once observing $TX_{locking}^{Bob}$ has been confirmed.
Similarly, if Alice locks the photo copyrights on the copyright chain $b_1$, Bob will release his random value $s_3$ to Alice. As the initiator, Alice also monitors whether Carol has locked the game credits on the game chain $b_3$, but needn’t release $s_1$ during the prepare phase.

3) Commit Phase:
If the initiator Alice receives $s_2$ and $s_3$ from Bob and Carol, and confirms that Carol has locked the game credits on the game chain $b_3$, she will know all assets involved in this swap have been locked. Moreover, she can construct the complete sequence $S = (s_1, s_2, s_3)$.

![Workflow of Commit Phase](image)

**Fig. 4: Workflow of Commit Phase**

Fig. 4 illustrates the workflow of the commit phase. Before releasing $S$, Alice judges whether remaining time is adequate to unlock the game credits on the game chain (i.e., whether the time from now to $T(3)$ covers $t_i^r$). If the time remained by $T(3)$ is adequate, Alice will broadcast an “unlocking transaction” $TX_{\text{unlocking}}$ containing $S$ into the network of the game chain. After this transaction is recorded on the game chain, the escrow $e_3$ will check whether following unlocking conditions are satisfied:

1. Whether current time is earlier than $T(3)$.
2. For $\forall k \in [1, n]$, whether $s_k$ in $S$ and $h_k$ in $H$ satisfy $h_k = \text{hash} (s_k)$.

If the “unlocking transaction” broadcast by Alice passes the above checks, $e_3$ will transfer the game credits to Alice. Carol then reads the sequence $S$ from the game chain, and forwards $S$ to the tourism chain $b_2$ before $T(2)$ to obtain the vouchers locked by Bob. Similarly, Bob forwards the sequence $S$ from the tourism chain to the copyright chain $b_1$ before $T(1)$ to obtain the photo copyrights locked by Alice.

Compared with HTLC, the evidence that all assets in this swap have been locked changes from “the asset required by the initiator Alice has been locked” to “Alice has received all random values and Carol has locked her game credits”. Alice can construct and then release the complete credential $S$ only in the commit phase, which avoids the adverse situation where only some of the transfer operations in a swap are executed. Moreover, the credential construction process is independent of the order in which assets are locked, so Lilac guarantees atomicity when assets are locked in parallel.

In the above swap, if Bob fails to lock his vouchers, Alice will not receive $s_3$ so she cannot construct complete $S$, and if Carol fails to lock her game credits, Alice may obtain all random values but is not motivated to release $S$. In both cases any locked asset $a_i$ will be withdrawn by $u_i$ after $T(i)$.

Finally, the commit phase can be further accelerated: After constructing $S$, Alice proactively sends $S$ to Bob and Carol through the off-chain network, and then all users can broadcast the “unlocking transactions” in parallel.

4) Timeout Moment $T(i)$:

$T(i)$ is the key factor that determines whether all transfer operations in a swap are executed. If we assume all users simultaneously broadcast the “locking transactions” at an initial time $T_0$, and ignore the network delay between two nodes (generally less than 1s), then $T(i)$ is defined by Equation 1:

$$T(i) = (T_0 + t_i^r + \Delta_p) + \sum_{k=1}^{n} (t_k^r + \Delta_k)$$

Equation 1 consists of two parts. $(T_0 + t_i^r + \Delta_p)$ is the expected ending time of the prepare phase (i.e., the time when all “locking transactions” are confirmed by different blockchains). $\sum_{k=1}^{n} (t_k^r + \Delta_k)$ guarantees Equation 2 holds, so in the commit phase $u_i + 1 (1 \leq i < n)$ has adequate time to forward $S$ from $b_i$ to $b_i$ by broadcasting an “unlocking transaction”.

$$T(i) - T(i + 1) = t_i^r + \Delta_i, 1 \leq i < n$$

The offsets $\Delta_p$ and $\Delta_k$ in Equation 1 determine the tolerance of Lilac to abnormal events. If the offsets are small, once a user encounters a device crash the remaining time will be inadequate to support the device recovery, resulting in the failure of this swap. However, current research [6] on HTLC shows that if the time during which assets are locked in escrows is excessively long, users will be motivated to wait and observe the fluctuation of asset price during this time window, and then decide whether to continue the swap. This slows down the swap process and reduces the swap success rate. We leave the design of more accurate $T(i)$ as our future work.

C. Swap Latency & User Waiting Time

Lilac optimizes HTLC in two aspects: 1) lowering the swap latency; 2) reducing the waiting time gap between different users and thus improving the fairness. In this subsection we will theoretically analyze and compare the swap latency and user waiting time of HTLC and Lilac.

1) Swap Latency:

The swap latency is defined as the time from the broadcast of the first “locking transaction” to the confirmation of all “unlocking transactions”. Ignoring the abnormal events such as device crashes, we only focus on the minimum swap latency, and use $L^H$ and $L^{Lilac}$ to denote the minimum swap latency of HTLC and Lilac respectively.
In the prepare phase, users serially broadcast the “locking transaction” to different blockchains starting from the initiator $u_1$. In the commit phase, we assume the initiator proactively sends the credential to other users, and then all users broadcast the “unlocking transactions” in parallel. A swap ends when all “unlocking transactions” are confirmed. $L^H$ thus satisfies Equation 3:

$$L^H = \sum_{k=1}^{n} t^c_k + t^e_{\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Lilac. In the prepare phase, we assume users simultaneously broadcast the “locking transactions”, and the prepare phase ends when all “locking transactions” are confirmed. In the commit phase, the workflow of Lilac is the same as that of HTLC. $L^{\text{lic}}$ thus satisfies Equation 4:

$$L^{\text{lic}} = 2t^c_{\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

As $t^c_{\text{max}} \leq \sum_{k=1}^{n} t^c_k$, Lilac effectively lowers the swap latency compared with HTLC.

2) User Waiting Time:

For each user $u_i$, the waiting time is defined as the time from the broadcast of her/his “locking transaction” to the confirmation of her/his “unlocking transaction”. We use $W^H_i$ and $W^{\text{lic}}_i$ to denote the minimum waiting time of $u_i$ in HTLC and Lilac respectively.

HTLC. In the prepare phase, users serially broadcast the “locking transactions”, and when the commit phase begins, all users can broadcast the “unlocking transactions” in parallel, so $W^H_i$ satisfies Equation 5:

$$W^H_i = \begin{cases} \sum_{k=1}^{n} t^c_k + t^e_{i-1}, & 1 < i \leq n \\ \sum_{k=1}^{i} t^c_k + t^e_{n}, & i = 1 \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Lilac. If all users simultaneously broadcast the “locking transactions”, $W^{\text{lic}}_i$ will satisfy Equation 6:

$$W^{\text{lic}}_i = \begin{cases} t^e_{\text{max}} + t^e_{i-1}, & 1 < i \leq n \\ t^e_{\text{max}} + t^e_{1}, & i = 1 \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Equation 5 indicates in HTLC the waiting time of $u_i$ during the prepare phase (i.e., $\sum_{k=1}^{n} t^c_k$) is prolonged with the decrease of $i$. By contrast, Equation 6 indicates in Lilac the waiting time of all users during the prepare phase is equal to $t^e_{\text{max}}$. Lilac thus reduces the waiting time gap between different users and improves the fairness of a swap.

Equations 5 and 6 also show $W^{\text{lic}}_i > W^H_i$ may occur if $t^e_{\text{max}} > \sum_{k=1}^{n} t^c_k$. To avoid this, in Lilac $u_i$ can defer broadcasting the “locking transaction” for a period of time. In the most ideal case, the waiting time of $u_i$ during the prepare phase is reduced from $t^e_{\text{max}}$ to $t^e_i$, which leads to $W^{\text{lic}}_i < W^H_i$.

III. Security Analysis and Discussion

This section introduces the changes of Lilac compared with HTLC, and analyzes security issues caused by such changes.

The main difference between two protocols is that in Lilac all users can lock their assets in parallel. By contrast, in HTLC $u_{i+1}$ locks her/his asset $a_{i+1}$ only after $a_i$ has been locked by $u_i$. To support parallel asset-locking, Lilac further makes two changes: 1) The credential is generated by all users instead of the single initiator. 2) Off-chain network connections are established between the initiator and other users to transmit sub-credentials (i.e., random values). The above changes cause following security issues.

Long-term locking problem [6] [7]. If a user refuses to lock her/his asset midway due to price fluctuations, assets of other users may be locked in the escrows for a long time and cannot be used until $T(i)$. This problem does not violate atomicity but affects user experience. More users are likely to encounter this problem in Lilac than in HTLC. When $u_m$ refuses to lock her/his asset $a_m$, in HTLC any $u_i (m < i \leq n)$ will also not lock $a_i$, so $n-m-1$ users encounter this problem. By contrast, in Lilac the misbehavior of $u_m$ causes up to $n-1$ users to suffer from this problem. However, Lilac accelerates the swap process, so we can set $T(i)$ closer to the current time, thereby shortening the time during which assets are locked in escrows. Moreover, Lilac compresses the time window for users to observe the price fluctuations, and thus reduces the probability that users quit a swap.

Failure of Random Value Transmission Link. The network link between $u_i (i \neq 1)$ and the initiator $u_1$ may encounter a failure, causing the random value $s_i$ to be lost or tampered with. This issue results in the abort of a swap, but does not violate atomicity. Aiming at this issue, the initiator $u_1$ should return a confirmation message to $u_i$ after receiving $s_i$. Moreover, users can reduce the impact of such failure by switching network links and retransmission.

Attack using fake random values. A malicious user $u_i (i \neq 1)$ may send a fake random value $s_i'$ to the initiator $u_1$. Once $u_1$ releases the sequence containing $s_i'$, all users except $u_i$ cannot unlock their required assets. However, $u_i$ can secretly construct the correct $S$, and obtains $a_{i-1}$ without loosing $a_i$ after $T(i)$. Therefore, the initiator should locally verify whether $h_i = \text{hash}(s_i)$ is satisfied for each received $s_i$ and reject fake $s_i$. To prevent malicious users from sending a large number of fake random values and thus wasting the computation resources, $u_1$ should only verify random values from authenticated users. If a user continuously sends fake random values, the connection from this user will be cut off. We can achieve secure user authentication by decentralized identification mechanisms [8].

Besides the above issues, if the device of $u_{i+1}$ crashes and fails to recover before $T(i) - t^e_i$, this user may lose $a_{i+1}$ without obtaining $a_i$. However, HTLC adopts the same timeout mechanism as Lilac, so the security level of Lilac is not reduced compared with HTLC. Moreover, Lilac is lightweight and $u_{i+1}$ can easily switch to a new device.

IV. Implementation and Evaluation

We implemented Lilac and HTLC based on Ethereum. The escrows were developed with Solidity 0.5.0 [9], and the user client was developed with Python 3.6. We deployed both protocols on the platform in Table II, and used PoA (Proof of Authority) consensus to flexibly adjust the block interval of
each blockchain (i.e., the time interval between the generation of two adjacent blocks in each blockchain). We conducted following experiments to evaluate the performance of Lilac.

TABLE II: Platform of Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel® Xeon® Silver 4114 Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>CentOS Linux 7.9 (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Size</td>
<td>64G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk Capacity</td>
<td>1T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Experiment1: Swap Latency under Different Blockchain Numbers and Block Intervals

In this experiment, we compared the swap latency of HTLC and Lilac under different combinations of blockchain numbers and block intervals. 18 combinations were constructed in total: The blockchain number \( n \) was gradually increased from 2 to 4, and the block intervals were set to 25s, 30s, 35s, 40s, 45s and 50s respectively. For each combination we ran two tests, one of which was for HTLC and the other was for Lilac. In each test the block intervals of all \( n \) blockchains were equal, and we launched 3 swaps in total. The time interval between each swap was picked up randomly because in practice we cannot predict when a swap occurs. Moreover, once a transaction was recorded on the blockchain, we waited one more block before this transaction was considered confirmed. To accelerate this experiment, in both HTLC and Lilac we let the initiator proactively send the asset-unlocking credential to other users during the commit phase.

Fig. 5: Swap Latency of HTLC and Lilac

Our experiment results are reflected in Fig.5. For the same blockchain number, the solid line is always located above the dotted line, indicating the swap latency of Lilac is lower than that of HTLC in any combination. Moreover, the swap latency of HTLC grows with the block interval, and the solid lines with larger blockchain numbers are located in the upper part of this figure, indicating the swap latency of HTLC depends on both the transaction confirmation latency and the blockchain number. By contrast, although the swap latency of Lilac also grows with the increase of the block interval, all dotted lines roughly overlap, which indicates the swap latency of Lilac is independent of the blockchain numbers. This is consistent with Equations 3 and 4. In general for the same block interval, the optimization effect of Lilac becomes more obvious with the increase of the blockchain number. When a swap involves 2 blockchains, Lilac reduces the swap latency by 36.75% on average compared with HTLC, and when 4 blockchains are involved, the average reduction reaches 62.20%.

Lines in Fig.5 are not rigorously straight. This is because the transaction confirmation latency \( t^c_i \) depends on multiple factors including the block interval and the time at which this transaction is broadcast. We randomly launched the swaps in our experiment to simulate real situations, which added uncertainty to the value of \( t^c_i \). Moreover, after a transaction is sent to the network of \( b_i \), it usually needn’t wait the entire block interval before being recorded on \( b_i \) if \( b_i \) is not congested, so \( t^c_i \) is less than two block intervals when one more confirmation block is required. Therefore, the swap latency of Lilac is less than four block intervals given \( L^{lic} = 2t^c_{max} \). For instance, \( L^{lic} < 200s \) holds in Fig.5 when the block interval reaches 50s.

B. Experiment2: User Waiting Time under Different Block Intervals

Experiment2 compared the user waiting time of HTLC and Lilac. We considered the cross-chain swaps involving 4 blockchains, and constructed 3 combinations in total: The block intervals in each combination were (40s, 40s, 40s, 40s), (20s, 30s, 40s, 50s) and (50s, 40s, 30s, 20s) respectively. We ran 2 tests for each combination, one of which was for HTLC and the other was for Lilac. 3 swaps were launched in each test, and we measured the waiting time of \( u_i \) (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) in these swaps. Finally, we took the average of each user’s waiting time. Our experiment results are reflected in Fig.6.

As shown in Fig.6, Lilac effectively reduces the waiting time gap between different users, and thus improves the fairness compared with HTLC. According to our calculation, in Lilac the population variances of user waiting time are 36.32s², 644.78s² and 754.88s². By contrast the population variances in HTLC are 3229.45s², 4251.34s² and 5518.64s². For HTLC, the waiting time of the initiator \( u_1 \) in all 3 combinations is significantly longer than that of other users, which may make users unwilling to become the initiator and thus reduce the swap success rate.

Fig.6a shows the waiting time of all users in Lilac is close when the combination is (40s, 40s, 40s, 40s), indicating our protocol performs best in terms of the fairness when block intervals of all involving blockchains are equal. Fig.6b shows in Lilac the waiting time of \( u_1 \) is the longest among all 4 users, because the waiting time of all users during the prepare phase is equal to \( t^c_{max} \) (Equation 6) and \( u_1 \) will send an “unlocking transaction” to \( b_1 \) with the block interval of 50s, causing \( u_1 \) to wait the longest time during the commit phase. Similarly, Fig.6c shows the waiting time of \( u_2 \) in Lilac is the longest among all 4 users.

The waiting time of \( u_4 \) in Lilac is longer than in HTLC for all 3 combinations. This is because in Lilac the waiting
In this paper, we optimize HTLC, and propose Lilac, a novel protocol that supports parallel asset-locking. Compared with HTLC, Lilac effectively reduces the swap latency and improves the fairness in terms of user waiting time. In our future work, we will design a more accurate timeout moment \( T(i) \) to increase the swap success rate.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we optimize HTLC, and propose Lilac, a novel protocol that supports parallel asset-locking. Compared with HTLC, Lilac effectively reduces the swap latency and improves the fairness in terms of user waiting time. In our future work, we will design a more accurate timeout moment \( T(i) \) to increase the swap success rate.
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1The matching platform in HTLC is different from the coordinators because this platform does not control the transfer operations on any blockchain.
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